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Native -American
 culture 
shared during annual 
festival
 
Health
 
services  
wrestle
 
with  
budget cuts 
BY MARIA C. ROSE 
Spartan Daily Stall Writer 
With a 10.1 percent cut 
planned for the 1992-93 budget, 
Student Health Services is strug-
gling to maintain quality service 
to SJSU 
students,
 according to Dr. 
Robert Latta, interim director of 
SHS. 
While the cost 
of prescriptions 
to students was increased, several 
positions vacated by resignations 
and retirement remain unfilled. 
As the new interim director, 
Latta 
is
 
worried
 about the 
impact  
more severe budget cuts may have 
on quality assurance next 
year.  
Last year's estimated budget 
was $2 
million, according to Cyn-
thia Llanes, SHS's interim associ-
ate director for finance and opera-
tion.  
"We have quality physicians 
and nurse practitioners. Our staff 
is dedicated and skillful, but you 
need a certain 
number
 of people 
to do a good job:' Latta said. 
SHS had its accreditation 
renewed this year which is good 
until 1994, but Latta said he is 
worried about the future. 
"If we lose too many bodies, it 
becomes increasingly difficult to 
be accredited:' Latta said. 
In his previous  position as 
associate director, Latta was 
responsible for quality assurance. 
This included peer reviews, cre-
dentialing, continuing medical 
education and accreditation. 
The impact from budget cuts is 
three -fold, according to Latta. 
Appointments
 will 
take
 longer to 
get, students must wait 
longer to 
be seen by 
SHS  on a drop -in basis, 
and 
pharmacy  fees have 
increased.  
"We have fewer
 people to do 
the same amount
 of work:' Latta 
said. 
Budget
 cuts were met by 
not 
filling vacant
 positions.
 
Two 
nurse 
practitioner's 
positions,  one con-
centrating in women's 
health  and 
the
 other in general 
medicine,
 
were not 
replaced.  The positions 
of half-time X-ray 
technician
 and 
physician were not filled. 
In the past, both the 
SHS  direc-
tor and associate director were 
doctors  who also saw students. 
The interim
 associate director 
Cynthia
 Llanes is not a doctor and 
Latta,  a medical doctor, has not 
Male bonding 
During
 an icebreaker at the Men's Support 
Group,
 members 
pass a ball across the circle. The person who catches the ball 
MARVIN  FON(,SPARTAN DAILY 
says their name, major and answers one question from the 
circle which helps members to get to know one another. 
SJSU men's
 
group  
provides
 
outlet  
Monday Night Football
 put on hold for 
meetings
 
BY STEVEN CHAR 
Spartan Daily Matt Writer 
Wil Cason said he hadn't intended the 
campus men's support group meetings to 
conflict with 'Monday Night Football: 
"It's just one of those things we have to 
compete
 against:' he said. 
A former Spartan linebacker, Cason 
doesn't have anything against football. 
He still proudly 
wears the ring he earned 
from
 the Spartans' 1990 California Bowl 
victory. But at the 
first  meeting of the 
semester, he 
thanked  the almost 
20
 stu-
dents who 
showed
 up for their 
sacrifice  of 
Gifford, Michaels 
and  Dierdorf. 
But  Cason said 
"men  are conditioned
 
all 
their  lives to 
compete
 against each 
other. The group 
provides an 
outlet  for us 
to get 
away from all
 that. The 
purpose  is 
to 
help men 
with 
self-awareness.
 Once 
you
 know who
 you are, 
then
 you can 
be a 
role 
model  for 
youth  and 
help  others 
See  
MEN,
 Page
 4 
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At a men's support meeting Joe 
West  Hall 
president  Chuck Dietz dispays enthusiasm
 
as one of 20 in attendance. 
Coffee house
 offers relief 
for SJSU's java
 junkies 
BY KERRY PETERS 
Spartan Daily 
Stall  Wnter 
Cheer up all you coffee-a-
holics.
 Relief is on the 
way. 
In conjunction 
with the 
Downtown San Jose Association, 
coffee
 
house  owner Fred
 Naggar 
will soon 
make San Jose
 home to 
Fred's Coffee 
Roasting Company. 
Naggarowner of the Camp-
bell
 
Coffee  Roasting 
Company
said he decided
 to open a down-
town location because, ever since 
the Phoenix coffee house closed, 
San Jose did not
 have many places 
where 
people  could go and talk 
over a cup of 
coffee.  
Fred's is fash- " 
toned much like 
a European bistro. 
Its decor features warm light-
ing,
 a European brass roaster and 
a curved mahogany and marble 
bar displaying gourmet desserts 
from cherry 
cheesecake to cap-
puccino 
mousse  pie. 
Its outdoor and atrium seating, 
combined with the other ele-
ments, help create 
what  Naggar 
hopes will 
become a comfortable 
gathering 
place. 
See COFFEE, 
Page
 4 
been able to see students this year. 
Latta became interim director 
after 
Dr.  Richard Sanchez 
resigned 
last semester. 
Sanchez resigned citing
 severe 
difficulties with both budget cuts 
and 
the administrative handling 
of Interim Vice 
President for Stu-
dent Affairs Gerald Brody. 
Several steps have been 
taken  
to 
offset  the budget cuts. 
Through the
 SJSU University 
Foundation, SHS 
has contracted 
with a New York
-based  drug com-
pany 
to perform clinical 
trials  of 
an 
FDA approved drug. An incen-
tive program is set up for students 
who complete the research pro-
ject. The 
special  testing will begin 
next week and 
is expected to bring 
$30,000 to $40,000 to SHS, 
according
 to Latta. 
SHS also depends on the advice 
of the Student Health Advisory 
Committee (SHAC). For any deci-
sion that affects student services, 
SHS must consult SHAG accord-
ing to Tami Runyan, co-chairman 
of SH AC. The 
committee acts as a 
liaison 
between concerns 
students 
many have and
 SHS. 
See BUDGET CUTS, Page 3 
Beat
 
movement
 
founder
 
Ginsberg
 
to 
recite 
poetry
 
BRIAN 
WACHTER
 
Spartan 
Daily  Stall 
Writer
 
Seminal poet Allen 
Ginsberg  
will give a free 
reading  at Morris 
Dailey Auditorium 
Thursday at 
7:30 p.m. Ginsberga 
Pulitzer  
Prize winneris
 one of the 
founders of the beat 
movement  of 
American poetry, and 
one of the 
most renowned
 living poets. 
"Allen has always
 been on the 
cutting edge said Alan 
Soldof-
sky, director of SJSU's 
Center
 for 
Literary Arts,
 which is 
sponsor-
ing the reading. 
In
 addition to 
creating innovative
 poetry, Gins-
berg has worked on 
socially  con-
scious  projects from 
nuclear
 
protests to 
the  Clash's 
"Combat  
Rock" album. 
"He opened
 up the door
along with the other
 beat poets
to 
free speech," 
Soldofsky  said. 
Ginsberg's  1956 poem 
"Howl"  
was an 
anthem  of the beats 
and  
the 
hippies  as well as a rallying
 
point against
 censorship. 
"Along with William
 S. Bur-
roughs, Ginsberg 
was  the pro-
moter of 
what the hippies would 
call a 'new 
energy.'  A kind of wis-
dom was being 
created,  and an 
ancient
 wisdom was being 
retrieved 
through the study of 
Buddhist
 texts, which 
he
 made 
relevant
 to young 
people,"  said 
Soldofsky, an 
associate 
professor
 
of 
English  at 
SJSU. 
Ginsberg  helped 
to quell a 
protest 
involving  the 
Hell's 
Angels 
motorcycle club on 
the  
SJSU
 campus 
in 1969, according 
See 
GINSBERG,  
Page
 
3 
Grant
 helps
 
campuses  
to 
address
 drug
 abuse 
BY ERIK HOVE 
Spartan D.uly 
Stal1Wro,r  
SJSU and 25 other colleges and 
universities have another 
tool
 to 
fight against alcohol and sub-
stance abuse on college campus-
es. 
Today, representatives of 19 of 
the schools of the consortium 
will 
meet at SJSU to discuss
 
strategies
 and programs to fight 
substance abuse. 
Harriet
 Pila, director of the 
Prevention  Education Program, 
is SJSU's
 representative to the 
consortium of 
schools
 that range 
from San Francisco State Univer-
sity to 
Monterey  Peninsula Col-
lege. 
Members
 indude professors, 
athletic directors 
and  directors of 
programs similar to Pais. 
The campuses are mostly from 
the peninsula 
down  to Monterey. 
They include private and public 
institutions
 ranging from
 univer-
sities
 to community
 colleges. 
The 
meeting  is the 
first  one of 
the year and 
is the first one
 since 
the consortium
 received
 a 
$29,290 
federal
 grant to help 
fund 
the program. The
 money will pay 
for 
travel,  rental of 
the meeting 
space and related 
costs.  The grant 
is guaranteed until 1994. 
The
 meeting will bring
 differ-
ent outlooks on how
 to deal with 
substance abuse. 
"We
 can find out 
what's  work-
ing 
on
 other campuses and 
what's 
not:' Pila 
said. "We've 
started
 a 
resource list 
from
 other campuses 
and are learning how
 to imple-
ment policy?' Going 
through the 
bureaucracy of getting 
programs
 
and rules 
implemented  is some-
thing the 
program's  administra-
tors are facing. The 
members
 of 
'ye DRUGS, Page
 3 
Gov. 
Clinton's record on education 
questionable
 
Since  1988, the University
 of Arkansas system 
has  
seen
 an increase in 
fees,
 lack 
of accessibilityto students 
BY 
LES 
MAHLER  
,Nrtan
 
Daily Stall
 Writer
 
Although it 
was billed as 
an
 
educational speech 
by California 
Democrats, Arkansas 
Gov.  Bill 
Clinton
 did not address his 
record on 
higher  education dur-
ing his 
Tuesday afternoon 
speech
 at 
SJSU
 
With the 
backdrop of Tower
 
Hall and 
a group  of elementary
 
school children 
posed nearby. 
Clinton touched upon 
education 
by saying 
that
 everyone should 
have the chance at 
education.  
The Democratic presidential 
candidate 
did  not offer an inno-
vative  solution 
to student
-guar-
anteed loans 
by encouraging 
students  to work
 out the debt 
through
 
community
 service
 
after 
graduation. 
In 
his  speech, 
Clinton  said, 
"We 
ought  to open the
 doors of 
education to 
everyone:'  While 
the 
words  drawn 
out are 
sweet,  
the 
realities  of 
Clinton's  
record
 
in 
his  home 
state  are 
something  
different
 altogether. 
Clinton 
was  elected as 
gover-
nor 
in
 1982. 
Since  1988, 
fees at 
the 
university  
system  have 
gone 
up 
three  times, 
according 
to 
Amy  
Thomas,
 
editor
 of the 
Uni-
versity 
of Arkansas  
Traveler,.
 
Thomas
 said 
that in 
1988, 
tuition  at 
the 
Fayetteville  
cam-
pus
 was 
in
 the 
$500
 range.
 Stu-
dents are
 now 
paying 
almost  
$900 
per semester
 to attend
 one 
 News analysis 
of the
 tivc ampuses that coin -
promise the 
University of 
Arkansas  system. 
The 
Fayetteville location
 is 
the largest 
of
 the five 
campuses  
in the system,
 with a 
student
 
population  
of 14,000.
 And 
ROTC is 
one of the 
main
 pro-
grams  there, 
Thomas said.
 
Last 
week,  during
 what 
Thomas 
said was 
"Guard  Week:'
 
See CLINTON, Page 4 
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EDITORIAL 
Campus safety should be a 
priority 
despite  budget cuts 
Cuts 
in
 UPD escortsfor
 
students threaten
 the sense of 
security  around the campus 
SISU's
 campus crime rate ranks
 
fifth in the nation. Students 
are afraid to walk on campus 
at night without escorts.
 
The UPD provides
 nightly escorts 
but with the
 budget cut the service has 
decreased
 to a minimal
 from five 
escorts a 
night to three. Safety should 
not be compromised when students 
are at risk 
of being robbed, raped or 
assaulted.
 
The UPD
 should resume escort 
service
 to maximum coverage. The 
budget
 cuts have affected most cam-
pus services like 
the UPD, leaving 
departments 
to
 cut corners. 
According 
to the CSU Annual 
Report
 of Crime Statistics, five of the 
20 reported CSU rapes occurred at 
SJSU. Student safety is not just anoth-
er budget issue it 's a crisis. 
The budget does not allow the hir-
ing of more escorts but there are ways 
around this problem. 
The UPD could ask for volunteers 
to be campus escorts
 from the Explor-
ers 
Program of students pursuing a 
career in law enforcement. 
Another alternative is to ask for 
student volunteers who would be 
interested 
in assisting UPD while pro-
viding a beneficial service for stu-
dents. 
Solutions
 for the lack of escorts on 
campus should be attained. 
Why should innocent students 
be
 
at risk of having a crime committed 
on 
them?  
Safety is a concern 
on campus as 
the statistics of CSU Annual Report of 
Crime stipulates. 
It is a real problem and should be 
given the utmost attention. 
Clinton 
speech too short 
for a 
popular 
candidate 
gfooray!
 Bill Clinton came 
to San Jose 
on Tliesday, 
and I was very 
surprised 
as to the 
amount  of people 
that showed up to hear 
him speak. 
If you followed the Democratic 
Convention,  you heard the same 
thing, 
plus some new material that he 
addressed to this audience. I was as 
thrilled as could be 
when  he chose 
SJSU to talk to students. 
Well anyway, I was one of the few 
thousand students that waited
 for his 
arrival. I 
noticed
 other students leav-
ing because they couldn't wait any 
longer.
 
For 
those  students that 
left,
 shame 
on 
you for walking out 
on
 a candidate 
that 
could become the 
next  president. 
This could have 
been  the only 
chance
 
to be so close to a 
candidate.  
However,
 I have a  few 
complaints  
about 
when  Bill Clinton 
was  on cam-
pus: 
his speech was 
just too short.
 
Maybe 
I expected 
more than a 
20 -
minute speech. 
I thought maybe
 he was going 
to 
give  a speech like 
the one he gave
 
when
 he won the
 nomination
 for his 
party.  I mean, 
if this guy 
wanted
 peo-
ple
 to vote for 
him, he 
should
 have 
made a hell 
of a longer 
speech
 than he 
did 
on 
Thesday.  
Another thing: 
who picked the 
MC.? Her comments 
and jokes were 
as bad 
as the 
comedian.
 They were 
just 
not 
funny,
 and 
waiting  for two 
hours in 
the sun for 
Bill Clinton 
did 
not 
help.  
One
 
thing
 they did wrong was not 
Victor A Markovich 
Writer's Forum 
giving students updates as to his sta-
tus. We knew he was coming 
and  we 
knew he was coming here. Why didn't 
they update the audience as to how 
long he was going to take? There
 is no 
excuse for 
that. That way, it 
would 
have given students a chance to go to 
class, and if they had time, go to the 
speech. 
His short speech did not
 change 
my attitude toward him, however; I 
just expected too much. Overall, it 
was nice to be at least 50 feet
 away 
from him. 
Finally, it was very disappointing 
that he gave a short speech, I don't 
care if you agree with me or not. 
Bill Clinton is 
one  hell of a speaker, 
and 20 minutes of Bill
 Clinton is being 
cheated of 
a good 
job.
 I hope 
you  get 
my point. 
Victor  A. Markovich, Jr. it a 
Daily staff writer. 
Forum & 
Opinion  
Who is 
going to fix 
this  DAM 
problem?  
What's in 
a name?
 
Pronunciation!
 
My
 name is Amos Fabian. 
You are 
probably
 saying  
nice to meet you, Aimis
 Faib-
ian, so 
what? Well, it ain't pro-
nounced Aimis but Ahmos. 
Forget Faibian, it's Fahbian! 
Famous 
Aimis,
 Where is 
Andy? 
Almost Famous Aimis. 
I've 
heard  all the jokes and 
some  are funny, even after the 
umpteenth time. But 
Aimis   
NOT! 
I realize Aimis is an Ameri-
can name, so I have no prob-
lem with a first-time pronunci-
ation by 
anyone.  But, while I 
was 
born in Los Angeles, I'm 
from Israel. Ahmos is an Israeli 
pronunciation. The biblical 
profit, the first known
 Amos, 
was from 
there as well. This 
might actually indicate that my 
pronunciation is the 
original 
one.  Notice I didn't say the 
right one or the only one. 
I attended first grade at 
Blackford Elementary School 
in San Jose. So my name 
wouldn't be 
mispronounced,
 
Republicans
 deny 
racist comments 
As we expected, the Daily's 
coverage of the College Repub-
licans'  protest at last Thesday's 
Clinton rally 
was incredibly 
skewed.
 
Kara Garcia states in her 
article that "Clinton's visit was 
somewhat marred by minor 
incidents between (CR)
 club 
members and Clinton sup-
porters:' We do not consider 
the unprovoked beating and 
attempting maiming of one of 
our members for peacefully 
exercising his first amendment 
rights to be a minor incident. 
Mark Goodwin managed to 
get a Bush campaign sign to a 
spot where it could seen from 
the media
 podium. 
For this he was set upon 
by 
6 or 7 Clinton supporters. 
Mark was not merely
 "poked 
in the eyes" as the 
article
 stat-
ed. 
A sustained effort to gouge 
out his right eye was made by 
one of the attackers. 
He was lucky to escape with 
only cuts around that eye, in 
addition to 
the other cuts and 
bruises 
on his face and body. 
Garcia did 
not  even have the 
decency 
to
 state that witnesses 
to the attack should contact the 
UPD. 
Her 
story states that "as 
Clinton supporters walked by, 
several College 
Republicans 
began exchanging 
comments  
with 
them:'  
The whole truth is that most 
my parents added 
an
 "h" after 
the "a". I didn't realize it until
 
fifth grade, in Israel, when we 
began to study English as a sec-
ond
 language, and I misspelled 
my name in front of the whole 
class. 
What might be artificially 
needed in first grade should 
not be required today. 
When  I 
talk to people for the first time, 
I introduce myself as Ahmos. 
How do you spell that, they 
ask.
 A -M-0-S, I say. Oh, 
Aimis, they inform me. 
In many instances I argue 
with these self-appointed lin-
guistic teachers 
and try to con-
vince them I am not mistaken.
 
After all, this is my name, or so 
I thought. 
My media professor's name 
is spelled Zhou He and pro-
nounced Jo-Hur He. He asked 
us to 
call  him Joe, because it's 
easier
 to pronounce. The 
fol-
lowing is just a guess, but
 I 
think he got fed up with cor-
recting everyone all the time. 
Frankly, so am I. 
According  to legend, John 
D. Rockefeller, Jr. subscribed to 
a magazine 
which regularly 
omitted the Jr. from his sub-
scription label. His father, John 
D. Rockefeller, had already 
passed away and Jr.'s com-
plaints  were to no avail. When 
Jr. had to renew his subscrip-
tion, he sent the check and 
ommitted his prefix. The check 
bounced and Jr. was finally 
added to the label. 
Mispronunciation actually 
cost some money a few days 
ago. I work for the SJSU 
Annual Fund, where I call up 
alumni and ask for donations. 
In one instance, the printout 
stated "Ms. Jude Smith." I 
asked for
 Ms. Judy Smith and 
was greeted by an angry alum, 
whose name was mispro-
nounced for years.
 The name 
is, actually, Mr. Jude Smith 
(pronounced
 Jud). Needless to 
say, he refused 
to donate. 
Why do so many people 
try  
Letters
 to the 
editor
 
CR members stoically ignored 
verbal abuse all afternoon until 
after we learned that Mark 
Goodwin had been assaulted, 
at which time several members 
became 
understandably  emo-
tional.
 
Some 
members
 made dis-
paraging remarks about liber-
als and liberalism in general to 
passers by after seeing what 
"liberals" had done to our fel-
low club member's face. 
But Garcia went beyond bias 
and into libel when she 
implied  
in her article that a 
CR mem-
ber made a racist comment to a 
group Asians. 
It is possible that the remark 
was made by one of the several 
protesters who were not with 
the College Republicans. 
Some of the most visible 
and vocal protesters at the 
event were not affiliated  with 
our club. 
Some,  most notably the two 
men with the huge "Slick Willy, 
draft dodger" sign, were not 
even Bush supporters or 
Republicans.  
It is possible that the remark 
was not even made at all. 
In either case, Garcia should 
have investigated
 further 
before she 
implied
 in her piece 
that one of us was responsible. 
We have 
investigated and 
none of our members even 
heard anyone say "Japanese go 
home:' 
The  College Republicans do 
not condone any form of 
racism.  
Asians are welcome to join 
our  organization and 
many 
have.
 
If a member were heard to 
make such a remark, he or she 
would be subject to expulsion 
from
 the dub. 
We believe that Kara Garcia 
and the Spartan Daily owe the 
SJSU College 
Republicans an 
apology  for printing this 
unsubstantiated allegation. 
Brian Murtha 
Senior
 
Applied and 
Computational  Math 
Trying
 to get along 
In the Sept. 17 issue of the 
Daily you offer a  guest column 
by John Morales 
in which he 
comments on a series of work-
shops on racism organized by 
a loosely -knit group 
called 
"Getting Along:' 
I would like to correct a few 
items. 
The budget figures he cites 
come mainly from 
minutes 
and drafts of proposals dis-
cussed at early planning meet-
ings 
this
 summer. 
These  were distributed
 to 
anyone
 who had shown an 
interest,
 and copies were sent 
to the 
Associated Students 
Office for 
any students who 
wanted  
them.  
We were 
seeking  as much 
participation in planning as 
possible, 
but, as secretary, I 
labeled one draft
 "Not for Dis-
tribution" 
because  the 
budget
 
it contained 
was mere 
specula-
tion and 
because  our statement
 
of purpose 
had  not yet 
been
 
approved by the 
planning 
FRED UMPERT  
SPARTAN
 DAIL,/ 
Amos Fabian
 
Writer's  Forum 
to Anglicize every name? Not 
only mine, but those 
of
 many 
international students whose 
names do not 
narrowly fit the 
Anglo-Saxon mindset. 
A name 
is personal; 
proper
 pronuncia-
tion, some say, shows
 respect 
for the 
name owner's request. 
So, for all you Jims, 
Bills,  
Christines and Rachels (or is 
it
 
Rashelle?),  my name is Aimis. 
Oops, I mean Ahmos. 
Amos Fabian is a Daily staff writer. 
group.
 
Mr. 
Morales
 cites from 
sev-
eral 
sources,
 and some of his 
information
 is correct. 
We 
have  been pledged
 $500 
from President
 Evans' private 
discretionary 
funds, and we 
are also 
assured
 $900 from the 
Institute for 
Arts and Letters 
(not the College
 of Humanities 
and the Arts),
 also from pri-
vate  funds.
 
From
 the 
English 
Depart-
ment
 we will 
be 
receiving
 
$100
 
of 
in -kind 
support 
(copying, 
mail,
 phone), not 
the $4,000 
Mr. 
Morales  
mentions.  
I have 
no
 idea 
where  this fig-
ure
 could 
come  from,
 even 
through
 
misunderstanding.  
The 
other  
concerns
 Mr. 
Morales
 
expresses
 are 
baffling 
to me.
 
I 
personally  
asked  him 
to 
talk
 to me 
about  any 
questions  
he had, 
and  we have
 invited 
him 
to our 
open 
planning
 
meeting  on Sept 
17. 
Those
 of us 
planning  
the  
workshops
 think 
we
 are 
doing  
something
 
worthwhile.
 
We
 know
 that 
we 
cannot  
address
 all of the
 problems
 of 
our 
society,  and 
we do not
 dis-
miss  or 
underrate
 those 
men-
tioned 
in
 the 
column.  
But 
we
 do think 
that talking
 
with 
one  
another  
is a 
good
 
idea, and
 we 
are  trying
 to 
involve
 a wide
 range
 of 
voices
 
in
 the 
planning.
 
I hope
 Mr. 
Morales
 will 
join 
Us. 
John 
Galm 
Professor 
English 
Department
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ANIMANIACS:
 
Macross
 II 1982,
 
'85
 Otaku 
no 
Video,
 3 
p.m.,  Eng.
 
Auditorium 
189, call 
259-9134.  
CAREER
 
PLANNING
 & 
PLACE-
MENT:  
Interviewing  for
 the 
For-
eign -Born,
 12:30 - 
2:30 p.m., 
SU 
Almaden
 Room, 
call 
924-6033.
 
CHICANO
 
COMMENCEMENT
 
COMMITTEE:
 Fiist 
informational 
meeting, 
3:30 p.m.,
 Chicano
 
Resource
 Center- 
Wahlquist 
3rd. 
floor,
 call 
924-2707.  
CHINESE 
CAMPUS 
FELLOW-
SHIP: 
Bible  study, 
2:30  - 5 p.m.,
 SU 
Guadalupe
 Room, 
call 
293-8005.
 
FRIENDS 
OF BEN 
WALLACH 
SAN 
JOSE 
CITY 
COLLEGE  
TRUSTEE:
 Rock the
 Vote, 5 
p.m.  - 
midnight,
 JJ's Blue's
 Cafe 14 
S. 2nd 
St., 
call
 322-0989.
 
MUSLIM
 STUDENT
 ASSOCIA-
TION: 
Meeting  & 
prayer, 
12:30  p.m. 
- 
2 p.m., SU 
Constanoan  Room, 
call
 
241-0850.
 
RIGID 
AIRSHIP
 
RENAISSANCE  
PROGRAM:
 Airship 
career  night, 7 
p.m., 
Engineering
 Auditorium 
189, 
call 
924-4132. 
SIGMA
 OMICRON
 PI: Rush 
party 
- pizza 
party,  6 p.m., 
call 924-8375.
 
Saturday
 19 
AKBAYAN
 CLUB: 
Picnic & 
potluck, 11 a.m., Canaldi Park, San 
Jose,
 call 534-1140. 
ASSOCIATED  STUDENTS 
LEISURE SERVICES: Tour de 
Museums, 10:30 a.m. - 5 
p.m., SJ. 
Museum of Art, Children's Discovery 
Museum, & 
Tech Center, call 924-
5951. 
HIDDEN VILLA ENVIRONMEN-
TAL EDUCATION PROGRAM: 
Orientation for new  volunteer, 10 
a.m. - 3 p.m., Hidden Villa Ranch, 
Los 
Altos, call 415-949-8643. 
INDIA 
STUDENTS  
ASSOCIA-
TION: A Glimpse of 
India  - Cultural 
Program, 6:30 - 10 
p.m., Morris Dai-
ley Auditorium,
 call 279-6925. 
SJSU CYCLING TEAM: Team ride 
all welcome, 9 
a.m.,  Event Center, 
call 924-8383. 
SJSU GREENS: Host county con-
ference, 10 a.m. - 2 
p.m., SU 
Almaden Room, call 293- 9501. 
STUDENT  ACTIVITIES & SER-
VICES: Beyond the Campus Cor-
ners- Dining & San Jose, 6 p.m.
 - 10 
p.m., Paolo's Restaurant 
Center
 for 
the Performing Arts, call 
924-5950.  
Sunday 20 
CATHOLIC NEWMAN 
COMMU-
NITY: Sunday 
Mass, 6 p.m., 
Cam-
pus
 Christian Center 
(10th  & San 
Carlos), 8 
p.m.,  St Joseph's 
Cathedral  
(San Fernand 
& Market), call 
298-
0204. 
SIGMA CHI 
FRATERNITY:  Fajitas
 
at the Sig House, 7 
p.m.,  Sigma Chi, 
call 749-0201. 
SJSU 
CYCLING  TEAM: Team ride 
all welcome, 9 a.m.,
 Event Center, 
call 924-8383.
 
Monday
 21 
ART DEPARTMENT: Student gal-
leries, Art shows, & receptions, 
shows at 9 a.m. - 4 p.m. from Sep.
 21 
- 25, 
Reception  Sep 22, 6 - 8 p.m., Art 
Building, call 924-4330.
 
CAMPUS CHRISTIAN CENTER: 
Sword bible 
study, noon - 1 p.m. 
and 6:30 - 7:30, 
Campus  Christian 
Center, call 298
 -0204. 
CAREER 
PLANNING  & PLACE-
MENT: Resume 
I,
 1:30 p.m., SU 
Almaden, call 
924-6033.
 
RE-ENTRY ADVISORY PRO-
GRAM: 
Re-entry  Support Group, 
11:30 am.
 - 1 p.m., Administration 
Building
 Counseling Group Room,
 
call 924-5930. 
spartaGuide  is available to
 
SJSU students,
 faculty and stall' organizat ions for 
free. Dead-
line is 5 p.m., two days before 
publication.  Fonns are available at the Spartan 
Daily,  Dttl 
209. 
limited  space may force reducing the number of yeti,. 
News  
Room   
Fax   
(408)
 
924-3280
 
924-3282
 
Advertising
 
924-3270
 
Classified
 
924-3277
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"Home
 
Improvement'
 
win  
big  in 
TV 
ratings
 
NEW 
YORK 
(AP) - 
ABC's
 
hit 
sitcom  
"Home  
Improvement"
 
racked
 up a 
big 
ratings  
victory
 in 
its 
season  
debut
 
against  
NBC's
 
"Seinfelcr
 
ABC  
said
 
Thursday.
 
"Home  
Improvement:"
 star-
ring 
Tim 
Allen
 as 
a 
television
 
handyman,
 
scored  
an 
18.9 
rating
 
and
 a 
29
 
share,
 
while  
the 
first  
half  
of 
NBC's
 
one
-hour  
"Seinfeld"
 
special
 
earned
 a 
12.6  
rating
 and
 a 
20 
share,
 
ABC  
said.  
One  
ratings
 
point
 
equals
 
931,000
 TV 
homes  
in 
Nielsen
 
Media
 
Research's
 
statistical
 
"uni-
verse"
 of 
93.1 
million
 
households.
 
Share
 is 
the 
percentage
 of 
sets 
in 
use
 that
 are 
tuned
 to 
a 
show
 
in
 its 
time
 
period.
 
ABC
 
said
 the
 
show
 
averaged
 
29.5
 
million
 
viewers,
 67 
percent
 
higher
 
than
 
the  
17.7 
million
 
viewers
 
averaged
 by 
"Seinfeld."
 
Budget
 
cuts:  
Unhealthy
 
From Page 1 
"SHAC is 
a very 
influential
 
group:'
 Runyan
 said. For a recent 
fee 
decision the 
co-chairman's  had 
to sign
 an affidavit 
supporting the
 
increase 
or SHS would
 have had 
to redraft 
the proposal,
 Runyan 
said. 
Last year, SHS
 introduced 
to 
the 
Spartan 
health  card a 
volun-
tary service 
to offset 
increasing  
costs for 
augmented  
services
 and 
raise revenue. 
With 
the card, 
services
 such as 
orthopedic 
supplies  and visits  
to 
the specialty 
clinics are free. The
 
specialty 
clinic includes 
allergy
 
consultation,  shots, 
dermatology 
and 
orthopedics. 
Immunizations  
and 
augmented  
laboratory  
tests
 
and 
X-rays are 
at
 a discounted 
price.  
As
 of Aug. 
31, more 
than 
39,000
 students 
purchased  
the
 $20 
card, down
 7 percent over last 
year at the same period,
 Llanes 
said. 
Llanes blames the decrease 
in
 
the purchase of the 
cards  on 
increased student 
fees and 
decreased
 
enrollment.
 
Students
 and 
health-care 
providers
 were 
concerned
 about 
the 
potential  of future 
cuts  in ser-
vice and
 fee increase. 
"1 don't know 
how I could 
afford  it," said 
Julie  Hamilton, a 
senior majoring
 in child develop-
ment who 
was waiting to be seen 
by SHS. 
"I don't know
 what I 
would 
do." 
"If you build
 up a good rela-
tionship 
with  one doctor and then 
he's gone,
 that's a big 
inconve-
nience 
said Marcale 
Wallace,  a 
junior 
majoring  in 
business,
 also 
waiting 
to
 be seen by a 
doctor.  
"You'd 
pay  a lot more 
money on 
the outside."
 
Ginsberg
 
Poet
 to 
read 
From Page 1 
to 
Soldofsky.  
Ginsberg's
 connec-
tion to 
San Jose dates
 from 1954,
 
when 
he attempted 
to rekindle an 
old love affair
 with poet 
Neal  Cas-
sidy,  writes 
Michael  
Schumacher
 
in his 
forthcoming
 biography
 
"Dharma  Lion: A 
Critical Biogra-
phy 
of Allen 
Ginsberg:'
 to be 
released in October.
 
"Ginsberg 
was openly 
gay 
before it was 
cool,"  said 
Sold ofsky. 
Ginsberg's 
sometimes 
sexually  
explicit  and 
politically -toned
 
poetry
 has drawn
 condemnation
 
from 
conservatives,  
including
 the 
Reagan 
administration,
 which 
put 
Drugs: 
Program  
started  
From Page 1 
the
 consortium 
can come 
together  
and 
share  ideas 
on
 how they 
implement  
programs
 and 
obtain  
funding
 
The idea to 
start the 
program
 
came 
about in the
 spring 
of
 1991 
when 
most  of the 
members 
were 
at a 
conference  
and  
realized
 they 
were fairly 
close together. 
Pila was
 able to 
organize the
 
members 
into devoting
 their time
 
to start 
the meetings.
 At the begin-
ning,  the members 
were  able to get 
space 
donated by 
local  campuses 
but 
ended  up 
cramming  
everyone  
into 
a 
small  
room.  
NOW
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TO 
SERVE
 
YOU!
 
THERE ARE 
TWO SIDES TO 
BECOMING
 
A 
NURSE  IN THE ARMY 
A nd t hey  're 
both
 
repre-
sented 
I  
v 
t he insignia you wear 
;I member of the Army Nurse 
:orps. The caduceus on the left 
means you're part 
of
 a health care 
system  in which 
educational
 and 
career  advancement 
are
 the
 rule, 
not
 the exception. The gold bar 
on the 
right
 
means
 you command respect
 as an 
Army
 
officer.  If you're earn-
ing 
a 
BSN,
 write: Army 
Nurse  Opportunities, 
P.O. Box 321q, 
Warminster,
 
PA 18(174
 
gS45.  
Or
 call 
toll free: 
1,8004 ISA-ARMY,  
ext.
 418. 
ARMY
 
NURSE
 
CORPS.
 BE ALLYOU CAN
 
BE:  
him  on an 
"undesirable
 speakers" 
list.
 
A 
symposium, 
"The
 Beats and 
Other 
Generations,"  
with Gins-
berg, poets
 Michael 
McLure  and 
Diane
 Prima , 
critic  Gordon
 Ball 
and 
Ginsberg  
biographer  
Schu-
macher,
 will be 
held
 in the 
audito-
rium Sept.
 26 at 2:30 
p.m.  
The 
symposium  
will consist
 of 
a 
discussion  on 
counterculture  
origins  and 
politics,
 the relevance
 
of the 
beats  to 
today's
 youth 
and a 
question  and 
answer 
session.  
The 
reading
 and 
the  
sympo-
sium 
are being 
sponsored  by 
Metro  
Newspapers
 and 
Mirassou  
Winery.
 
Reach 
the
 
SJSU 
market.
 
ADVERTISE!
 
(408)924-3270
 
Blondie fires
 Dagwood for
 eating profits
 
NEW
 YORK (AP) - 
Dag -
wood's 
getting fired - again.
 This 
time it's by Blondie herself, 
who  
decides 
he's  eating up the profits at 
her  catering business. 
Though Dagwood Bumstead 
only joined Blondie's catering busi-
ness  last month, comic strip car-
toonist 
Dean Young 
said 
Blondie 
had 
no 
choice
 but 
to let 
him go 
because  
he of 
his 
voracious
 
appetite.  
"Blondie
 
never  
should've  
trust-
ed 
Dagwood
 
around  
all  that 
food  
- 
it was
 her first
 big 
mistake  
as
 a 
small 
business 
owner:'  
Young
 
said.  
OPEN 
LATE 
TILL 
300 
am 
Thurs, 
Fri,  
and 
Sol
 
Need a 
Mac  
at
 
Midnight?  
24 Hour 
Mac & 
IBM 
Rentals
 
Need
 to 
work
 
late?  
Come
 in 
anytime
 - 
count  on us. 
4aimeatm7-C
 
r $ 2 
OFF MAC
 RENTAL
 -I 
Valid from 
12 to 6 a.m. 
$2
 of1 serservice Macintosh computer
 time 
with this coupon. Does not 
include 
laser  
prints. One 
coupon
 
per 
customer. Not 
valid with any other offer and only at this 
location.  
Expires
 
9/30/92 
kinkois  
the 
copy
 center
 
L 93 E. San Carlos St.  295 - 4336  FAX 408- 279-0655 j 
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SALE
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BRAND
 
NAMES
 
THURSDAY
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SEPTEMBER
 
20 
TIHIRSDAY  
& 
FRIDAY  
10AM- 
9PN1  
SAT( IRDAY
 & 
SUNDAY  
10 AM 
- 7PM 
EVER1("I'llING
 
WILL
 
81 
PRICE!) 
50%
 
TO
 
90%
 
OFF
 
RETAIL
 
PRICES
 
AI,I,  
SALES
 ARE  
FINAL 
NO 
REFUNDS
 
OR 
EXCHANGES.
 
QUANTITIES  
ARE 
LIMITED.
 
MEN   
WOMEN   
CHILDREN
 
OLD  
SAN  
JOSE
 
CONVENTION
 
CENTER
 
291
 S. 
MARKET
 
STREET,
 
SAN 
JOSE  
408 / 
277-5277
 
FREE
 
ADMISSION
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Clinton:
 
Analysis  
From 
Page I 
almost
 half of 
the  
students
 at the 
Fayetteville
 location
 dressed
 up to 
participate.
 
At SJSU,
 the issue
 of ROTC
 on 
campus
 has 
been 
one  of 
major  
concern.  
ROTC 
does  not 
allow 
gays or 
lesbians to 
join. SJSU 
adopted
 a 
policy  
that forbids dis-
crimination
 based 
on
 sexual 
ori-
entation,
 race, sex,
 age, national
 
origin, 
disability, 
veteran 
status
 
and
 
religion.
 
Thomas said the
 issue of diver-
sification is also a 
problem at Uni-
versity of 
Arkansas  at Fayetteville 
where 
African Americans 
repre-
sent only 
10 percent of the cam-
pus.
 After that, the numbers get 
smaller.
 
And, although there is a group 
on
 campus that supports 
diverse  
sexual  orientation, 
Thomas said 
those
 who come out of the 
closest
 
are prone to harassment by other 
classmates. That's why those of 
different sexual 
orientation go 
underground, Thomas said. 
Thomas said 
Gov.  Clinton 
never addressed the
 issues faced 
by the university system
 in 
Arkansas. 
As part of his 
education
 plan, 
Clinton has called
 for the estab-
lishment of a 
National  Service 
Trust Fund "to 
guarantee
 every 
American who 
wants  a college 
education the 
means  to obtain 
one"  
Under this program, students 
who borrow money from this 
fund could either pay it back 
through a small percentage of 
their income or through 
service
 to 
their community. 
College 
students  who receive 
financial aid through 
guaranteed  
loans now have the capability to 
pay those loans in a similar man-
ner, with an 8 percent interest rate 
tacked on. 
And as for working it out 
through community service, for 
over a decade, the federal govern-
ment has had in place a program 
which allows partial forgiveness 
through volunteer service to the 
nation. The program is called 
VISTA, which stands for Volun-
teers in Service
 to America. 
Students who 
want to volunteer 
outside of the United
 States can 
have their loan 
obligation  waived 
through the Peace Corps, a pro-
gram
 that was established
 during 
the Kennedy
 Administration. 
Service 
through  the Peace Corp 
allows cancellation
 of 15 percent 
of the loan
 for the first and second 
year of service, and 
20 percent for 
the third and 
fourth
 year of ser-
vice.  
All this was
 made possible 
through the Higher
 Education 
Amendment of 
1986, Section 
405B, and is 
applicable only to 
loans
 made after 1987. 
Clinton's  recommendation 
is 
that 
student
 loans be made 
avail-
able to everyone   
"no questions 
asked:' 
But earlier this 
year,  Congress 
passed, as part 
of
 the Higher Edu-
cation Act, new
 guidelines for 
Pell
 
Grants  which would loosen up 
some of the stringent require-
ments 
for  qualification. 
In the past, students
 and/or 
their
 parents would not
 qualify if 
the 
combined income exceeded
 
$30,000
 annually. That
 ceiling has 
been 
raised  to $45,000. 
Also, prior to 
passage  of the 
Higher Education 
Act, there were 
rules about 
owning  property, 
small  businesses
 and farms.
 Those 
barriers
 were also dropped.
 
In 1988, Clinton
 adopted a 
pro-
gram
 which allowed 
students with 
low 
GPAs
 to enter a 
college  on a 
one-year 
probation.  Thomas said 
the program was 
eventually
 
dropped, and, today a 2.25 GPA is 
mandatory in order 
to gain 
entrance into the university pro-
gram.
 
The CSU system accepts any 
community -college transfer with 
a GPA of 2.0,
 while the Master 
Plan calls for the
 admission of the 
top 30 percent 
of high school 
applicants. 
As it is now, 
higher
 education 
in California is being 
strained  and 
is in danger of being limited. 
Under Clinton, the 
record  speaks 
for itself. 
Men:  
Group  
Prom 
Page
 I 
along:' 
Dwayne
 Hearn, a 
mentor for
 
the group,
 agreed. 
"Everyone 
should develop
 their own 
identi-
ty, 
not  allow 
society
 or the 
media  
to define
 it" 
Marianne  
Pritchett,
 Program 
Activities
 Director for the
 Santa 
Clara 
County  Children's
 Center, 
said the group 
has been "a really
 
great resource for us" 
Pritchett raved
 about the 
effect  
the group had
 on the 
center's  
teenagers, 
especially  those 
who  
were 
to
 leave the shelter 
soon. 
The men's 
group hosted a 
cam-
pus sleep
-over for those
 youths 
last year. 
"It 
really  gives 
the
 kids a lot 
of
 
hope for the future" 
Pritchett  
said.  "For 
them
 it was 
a first 
chance
 to 
feel
 responsible
 for 
themselves.
 Living in 
the shelter, 
with foster
 parents, 
or
 in a group 
home 
offers
 no 
sense  of 
freedom.
 
It 
makes  an 
impression  
when 
kids
 have people
 they can 
relate 
to 
saying,
 'Hey, 
it's not easy,
 but 
you can
 do it:" 
"From an 
adult  
perspective,
 it 
was  such a 
simple  thing 
to
 do, but 
the 
impact
 on the 
kids was 
immeasurable,"
 Pritchett
 said. 
James 
Young, 
a 
returning
 
member 
from last 
year, said
 he 
also 
benefited  from
 the 
program.
 
Coffee:
 
Fred's
 new
 
place  
From 
Page
 I 
Aside
 
from
 
espresso
 
drinks
 
and
 
desserts,
 Fred's
 will
 offer
 30 
types
 of 
coffee 
beans
 from 
around
 
the
 
world  
and 
15 
fresh
-brewed
 
coffee
 
flavors
 
daily.
 
European -style
 
sandwiches,
 
filled
 
croissants,
 
knish  
bagels,
 
muffins  
and 
assorted
 
pastries  
will 
also
 be 
on the 
menu.
 
Fred's,  
located
 
at 29 
N. 
San 
Pedro  
Street
 in 
San  
Pedro  
Square,
 
will
 
celebrate
 
its 
grand
 
opening  
Saturday
 
beginning
 
at II 
a.m. 
As 
part 
of 
this
 
weekend's
 
festiv-
ities,  
Fred's  
will 
be 
serving
 
free
 
coffee 
and 
dessert
 
samples,
 and 
two
-for
-one 
espressos.
 
"YOUNG,
 
WITTY,
 AND
 
IRREVERENT"
 
Lorne  
Michaels
 
Presents
 
CHICAGO
 SUN
 TIMES 
KIDS 
HALL
 
Premieres
 
Friday,
 September
 18th. 
Then
 look
 for the 
"Kids" 
at their
 
regular
 one -hour
 time slot, 
every 
Friday.
 
It's one hour 
of sheer
 lunacy
 
for adults only. 
Check locol listings
 
"11:00PM
 CBS 
5 KM 
meets  needs
 
u.S.
 
to 
pick
 
up
 
most
 
costs
 
of
 
Typhoon
 
Omar
 
"You learn
 so much 
about your-
self  when you 
help children"
 he 
said. 
Another
 sleep -over
 is slated
 
for this year,
 as well as 
Halloween 
plans  for a 
haunted 
house  and 
escorting
 the 
younger  
shelter
 res-
idents 
on
 their 
trick -or
-treating
 
rounds. 
At the 
end  of the 
meeting,  the 
men  
huddled
 while
 Cason 
exhorted
 them 
to touch 
hands 
held 
high. 
"That's
 where we 
want 
our 
self-esteem,
 way up 
there," 
Cason
 said. He 
closed the 
meet-
ing with a 
yell of the 
group's 
motto 
"Believing  we 
can,  and  we 
can" 
Chad 
Parsons  was 
impressed 
after his 
first men's
-group  meet-
ing. 
"It's  great. 
I'm  glad 
there
 are 
people
 cool 
enough  to 
talk
 about 
things like 
this  without 
worrying 
about how 
they might
 come off" 
said the
 civil 
engineering
 student.
 
Javier  
Martinez,
 a resident 
of 
Moulder
 Hall, 
entered  the 
Dining  
Commons  
expecting  to 
find 
tutors.  
He didn't 
find what he 
came 
for, but he 
stayed for the
 duration 
of the 
meeting  
anyway,
 saying 
"This 
was  really 
interesting.  I'll 
be back 
next week"
 
3 FREE
 
MONTHS  
VOICE 
MAIL 
"WITH  THIS
 
COUPON.'  
cellular
 
phone  
I 
I 
358 
3840  
Los 
Gatos  
554 
0800 
San
 Jose
 
ATLANTA
 (AP) 
 The 
federal 
government
 is 
waiving 
local 
cost
-
sharing
 
requirements
 for
 individ-
ual and
 
family
 grants
 and 
will pick
 
up 
95
 percent
 of 
public
 
assistance
 
costs 
to help 
the  
territory
 of 
Guam  
recover
 from 
Typhoon
 
Omar,  the 
traveling
 
White  House 
announced
 
Thursday.
 
The 
action, 
taken 
as 
President
 
Bush 
campaigned
 here,
 follows 
simi-
lar 
waivers
 
granted
 in 
recent
 weeks
 to 
the 
states  of 
Florida 
and  
Louisiana  
after 
Hurricane
 
Andrew
 and
 to 
Hawaii  after 
Hurricane
 Iniki. 
Omar's  
150
 
mph 
winds  
destroyed
 
or 
damaged
 
4,300
 
homes  
and 
wrecked
 
businesses
 
and 
government
 
facilities
 
when
 the
 
storm 
hit 
the 
Pacific  
island
 on  
Aug.
 
28. 
Territorial
 
officials
 
estimated
 
the  
property
 
loss
 at 
$250 
million.
 
A 
HULEG  
AVAILABLE 
RECORDED  
MESS  C l : %
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(408)996-0317
 
Get Your
 Start
 at the 
JobsAmerica
 
Career  
Fair 
If you've recently
 graduated, or FREE Seminars on RESUME 
will he soon, the reality is that WRITING, 
INTERVIEWING  
you will need real work experi- 
SKILLS and how to determine 
ence
 to start
 your 
career.
 if 
SALES is the career 
for  you. 
Bring your resume 
to
 lobs -
America and get 
your
 career off 
to a great
 
start!
 For 
updated
 
11 am to 
2pm and 4pm 
to 
7pm 
details see 
our  ad 
in the
 
Classi-
fied
 Section of the September 
22nd
 San _lose 
Mercury  News. 
For 
more  
information
 call 
JobsAmerica
 at 
408/437-1776.
 
Tuesday  
SEPTEMBER
 22nd
 
LeBaron
 Hotel 
I 
.10
 
Norm
 tirist 
Street, Sall
 Jc
 
JohsAmerica 
will have over 40 
solid 
companies,  many 
offering  
ENTRY 
LEVEIARAINEE
 
career
 opportunities
 in SALES 
and 
MANAGEMENT.  
[Temporary
 
positions  in 
a 
variety 
of areas
 too. 
-  
- --
JobsAmerica
 
JObSAMenCa IS not an employment
 
agency  All 
Oaraopatmg
 compames are
 f FO/AA 
employers 
and 
mmontles 
are encouraged
 to attend 
FREE  
ADMISSION  
 FREE 
SEMINARS
 
DEAR
 
DAD,
 
END
 
MONEY
 
FOR
 
SCHOOL
 
SUPPLIES.
 
Pacific  
Outlet  
Center,
 
LeaVeSlell
 
Road  
Exit,  
101
-Gilroy,  
8225
 Arroyo Circle, 
(408)
 847-4300. 
Mon.
-Fri. 
10-9,
 
Sat.  
9-9, 
Situ.
 
10-6.  
Discontinued/almost
 
perfect
 
sports  
and 
fitness
 
stuff  
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Asian
-Americans
 
devoted
 to 
education
 but their  
earnings
 lag 
WASHINGTON  
(AP)
  
Asian -Americans
 have a devo-
tion to 
higher
 education more 
widespread  than most people 
in the United States, the 
Cen-
sus Bureau said Thursday in 
its first detailed study
 of the 
nation's fastest growing 
racial  
group. 
The bureau said 
two out of 
five Americans 
with  roots in 
Asia and the 
Pacific
 had com-
pleted four years of college or 
more. 
That's about twice the 
rate
 for the whole country and 
for whites, and 
four times the 
rate for blacks. 
The drive among 
young 
Asian -Americans to 
get an 
education comes from the 
home, where parents daily 
teach the lesson that schooling 
counts, said Katsumi Kunit-
sugu, executive secretary of 
the Japanese
 American Cul-
tural and 
Community  Center 
in Los 
Angeles.  
She graduated from high 
school in the Heart Mountain, 
Wyo., internment center, 
where she and her family had 
been sent after Japan
 attacked 
Pearl Harbor, and later 
gradu-
ated from the 
University of 
Wisconsin. 
"I'm 
a second generation 
Japanese,
 and my folks 
cer-
tainly 
emphasized we 
should 
get  the highest 
education
 pos-
sible!' she said. "Even in 
the  
most trying  
circumstances,
 we 
always tried to 
get our educa-
tion, not so much for 
earning
 
a living but for forming
 good 
character." 
More recent 
immigrants  
were highly educated
 in their 
own countries, and so had the 
motive and means to send 
their 
own children to college, 
said William
 O'Hare, popula-
tion and policy 
analysis  direc-
tor at the University 
of
 
Louisville. 
The number of Asian -
Americans  more than dou-
bled from 1980 to 1990. 
Immigrants accounted for 
about three -fourths of that 
growth. 
"It's sort of a spinoff effect," 
O'Hare said. "They came 10 
years ago and now their kids 
are going to school!' 
Despite their affinity for 
higher education, Asian -
Americans with four years or 
more of college earned nearly 
$1,700  a year less than whites 
with the same education, 
based on median income,
 the 
Census Bureau study said. 
Bill 
Tomaio,
 managing 
attorney for the Asian Law 
Caucus, a San Francisco civil 
rights
 group, said Asian -
Americans
 have a harder time 
rising to top 
jobs in organiza-
tions than 
whites  do. 
"Some people call it a glass 
ceiling, I 
just
 think it's made of 
concrete and steel, because it's 
a hard barrier 
to
 crack," he 
said. "I think there's an inter-
action between the fact that 
Asians are non-white and also 
that Asians are looked on as 
'foreigners' 
or as 'foreign corn -
petition'." 
The kinds of jobs held by 
Asian -Americans and others 
explains part of the difference, 
said Claudette Bennett, author 
of the study. 
Asian -American men are 
nearly five times more likely 
than
 white men to work in 
service jobs, 
which  tend to pay 
less than 
industrial work, she 
said.
 
White 
college
 grads are 
more likely to hold executive 
posts, she said.
 
The study 
covered 1990 
and 1991. 
Dangerous
 
pest
 now 
in 
San
 
Joaquin
 
valley  
FRESNO 
(AP)  White
-
flies that 
devastated  
Califor-
nia's desert 
crops  last fall 
have  
invaded the 
San Joaquin
 Val-
ley, 
the heart 
of the 
state's  
diverse
 
agricultural
 
bounty,
 a 
scientist
 reported
 Thursday.
 
The 
pests,  
commonly  
called
 poinsettia
 
whiteflies,  
have
 been 
found on 
weeds 
and cotton
 plants 
in the 
nation's  
three  
richest
 
farming
 
counties 
 from 
Weed Patch
 
in 
Kern north
 to 
Selma  in 
Fresno
 County
  said
 Jim 
Duffiis,  a 
United 
States 
Department
 of 
Agriculture  
researcher.
 
The 
whiteflies  
have
 caused 
minor 
damage
 in Kern 
Coun-
ty 
cotton,  
but
 no major
 dam-
age 
is 
expected
 this 
season 
because  the 
crop will
 be har-
vested 
within
 the next
 couple 
of 
months,  Duffus  
said in a 
telephone
 interview.
 
Scientists  
don't  yet 
know
 
whether
 the 
poinsettia  
strain
 
can 
live through
 the winter
 in 
the 
San  
Joaquin
 Valley 
where 
nighttime 
temperatures  
often  
fall
 below 
freezing.  
The winter 
climate is 
much
 
colder
 than the
 southeastern
 
desert  of 
Imperial  Valley 
200 
miles southeast
 where the 
pests
 have 
caused
 $130 
million  
in crop losses.
 
Is 
it
 real 
or is 
it day? 
ARA  MURPHY -SPARTAN DAILY 
Art
 student Chris Anderson works on a ceramic depiction of a 
human torso for art 133, ceramic sculp-
ture, on Wednesday afternoon in the Industrial Studies building. 
New  
anti-apartheid
 
movie  
followed
 strange
 course 
to screen 
LOS 
ANGELES  (AP) 
 In one of 
the more
 unusual deals 
this year in 
show 
business,  the Walt 
Disney Co. has 
bought 
the  
anti-apartheid
 film "Sarafi-
na!" after
 it already was 
sold  to another 
movie 
distributor.  
The film
 is scheduled to 
premiere  in 
several 
cities  on Friday,
 with more 
markets 
added Sept. 
25 and through
 
October.
 
The movie 
musical,  an indepen-
dently produced 
adaptation of the
 hit 
Broadway show 
of
 the same name, was 
purchased  earlier
 this year by 
Miramax  
Films. 
Disney is 
believed
 to have bought 
the  film from 
Miramax
 for more 
than
 
twice the 
original
 Miramax 
purchase
 
price.  Miramax
 executives,
 who had 
seen a 56
-minute  unfinished
 version of 
the
 film at the 
American  Film Market 
here, were extremely
 aggressive in pur-
suing the film when 
it became available 
for acquisition this 
spring.  
Other bidders for
 the movie, which
 
stars Whoopi
 Goldberg, 
included
 
Warner Bros. and
 New Line 
Cinema.
 
Disney, which
 does not acquire
 many 
finished 
films  from other 
sources,
 was 
not
 in on the initial hunt. 
CALCULATED
 
SAVINGS 
Advanced
 
Graphics
 
TI -85
 
GRAPHICS
 
CALCULATOR
 
The
 
powerful
 graphics 
calculator
 
for math, science, 
and
 
engineering.
 
$ 1 1 8.95 
Easy
 
to
 
Use
 
Graphics
 
TI -81
 
A 
powerful, yet easy 
to -use
 graphics calculator.
 
$799$ 
Engineering  
TI
-68  
For engineering 
students
 
who  
require
 the 
most  
com-
prehensive
 and 
powerful
 
technical
 
functions.  
$45.95  
Easy
 
to
 
Use
 
TI-30STAT
 
An 
easy
-to
-use 
calculator
 
for 
general
 math,
 algebra, 
trigonometry, and statistics. 
$ 1 
39$ 
TEXAS
 
INSTRUMENTS
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iii0OKSTDRE
 
924-1816 
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Entertainment
 
Pow  
wows
 
keep  
'cultural
 
fire
 
alive'
 
From 
left,  
Charles
 
Spotted
 Thunder, 
Charlie  
Johns,  
and  Marvin 
littlernan, members of Zin-
takala 
Cikala 
(Sioux 
meaning 
"Little  Bird") perform a song during a break in the 
dancing at 
the 7th
 Annual American Indian Summer 
Festival  at Spartan Stadium. The 
groupbased
 in 
Sacramentoperforms at Pow wows all over California. 
Festival
 
stresses
 'sharing
 
not  teaching'  
BY KARA 
GARCIA
 
Span
 art Daily volt
 Writer 
Native
 Americans shared 
their rich culture 
and traditions
 last weekend 
at the Seventh 
Annual American
 Indian Summer Festival.
 
The non-alcoholic 
event was sponsored by 
the American 
Indian  Center of Santa Clara 
Valley, Inc. The festival
 featured a variety of 
American Indian foods, arts and 
crafts.  
Curtis  Reeves, an Iroquois Indian, and
 festi-
val 
committee  chairperson said, "We are not 
here to teach, we are here 
to share 
A pow wow is a celebration, a time 
for peo-
ple to gather
 with family and friends, 
share 
their songs and dance
 and carry on traditions. 
Pow wows in the past included
 religious cer-
emonies  but today these traditions usually take 
place in the privacy of one's 
home. 
Today's pow wows 
have become "inter -trib-
al:' where members of 
many
 different tribes 
join 
together  in celebration. 
Pow wows 
are generally organized in a 
circle
 
because the circle
 is an important symbol to 
Photos by David M. Marshall 
American Indians. The 
dancers  are the center 
with the audience and drummers
 forming a 
circle 
around them. 
"Everything 
we
 do is in circles. Our lives
 are 
in circles:' Linda 
Wood,  a Chippewa Indian 
and
 
SJSU
 
graduate
 student said. 
Dances, such as 
the Round Dance, are done 
in 
a circle, in a clockwise 
direction,  "the same 
as mother earth:'
 according to Wood. 
Today, the pow 
wow  is used to show 
"their  
ways and teachings" to a 
new  generation and 
to keep their 
"cultural fire alive!' 
GRAND ENTRY:
 The Grand Entry
 fea-
tures a procession of all 
dancers  and gives par-
ticipants a 
chance  to show their 
style and 
regalia. The procession
 is lead by "someone
 of 
honor" u ar 
rying  the eagle staff, 
followed by the 
American, 
( 
anadian, state 
and  tribal flags. 
The dancers 
dance in a clockwise 
direction. 
This is followed by a 
flag song and a blessing. 
The  eagle staff is then tied
 to a pole in the cen 
ter or given to 
the announcer.
 
Right: Joe "Razzle Dazzle"
 Regulo (carrying 
the flag) and Joe Grey Wolf lead the flag 
song during the opening cermonies of the 
7th Annual American Indian
 Summer festi-
val Sunday at Spartan Stadium. 
Below: Jennifer Umtuck, 
9 years old, per-
forms a solo dance In her jingle dress.
 Chil-
dren's dancesespecially when thier 
dresses have bells on themare consid-
ered  the most powerful prayers. 
DRUMS:
 Drums are 
considered to 
have
 a 
life of 
their own. Some 
groups have their
 
drums 
blessed. Nothing 
is supposed to 
be 
passed
 over or set on the drum. 
EAGLE 
FEATHERS:
 Eagle feathers are 
con-
sidered sacred. A 
fallen  feather is similar
 to the 
American flag 
touching  the ground. 
FLAG: An American
 flag with a picture
 of 
an Indian 
Warrior on it is 
carried
 in the Grand 
Entry. The 
American  government 
recognizes it 
as a flag of the Indian
 nation. 
EAGLE
 STAFF: The 
Eagle  Staff is 
carried
 in 
at the Grand 
Entry by someone of 
"honor." It 
can  be carved, 
wrapped  in fur or 
beaded.  
OUTFITS:
 Some of 
the  many 
outfits  are 
made of 
buckskin.
 Many are 
hand -beaded and
 
have
 feathers. 
American  Indians 
consider it 
rude to call it a "costume:' 
SONGS:
 A family 
may  request an 
honor 
song at a pow 
wow, sometimes 
for  a loved one 
returning from 
war or to remember
 someone 
who  has died. 
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Students
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Student
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Amphitheatre
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FREE 
concert
 
Next Week. WAVY GRAVY, the "Nobody 
for 
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Russia 
privatizes
 
thousands
 
of
 
city  
property
 
units
 
MOSCOW  
(AP) - 
Moscow
 
has 
accel-
erated the 
privatization
 
of
 city
-owned
 
property, putting 
more
 
than
 
200,000  
apartments
 
and  8,000
 
businesses  
into 
pri-
vate hands, 
officials
 say. 
As 
of
 a week ago,
 205,621
 of 
the 
capi-
tal's 3.15 million
 
apartments
 
- 6.5 
per-
cent - 
were 
registered
 
as 
privately  
owned,
 according to the 
City 
Council.
 
While  
this
 is 
still  a 
small  
proportion
 
of
 
Moscow's  
total 
housing
 stock,
 it 
repre-
sents  a 
vast 
increase  
from  a 
year 
ago,
 
when  only
 3,000 
apartments
 
were
 owned
 
by residents. 
"The
 
process
 of 
privatization
 
has 
been
 
quite
 stable"
 since 
the 
beginning  
of the 
year, 
"and 
now  there
 is a 
growing  
trend," 
said
 
Nikolai
 
Maslov,
 the 
head 
of
 the 
city's  
Privatization
 
Committee.
 
A law 
under 
consideration
 
by 
the  
council  
would 
define 
and 
expand  the
 
rights 
of
 
apartment
 
owners  
and  
reserve
 
city
-owned  
housing
 for 
the
 
needy,
 
Maslov  said. 
In 
November,  the
 city began
 giving 
apartments  
to their 
occupants
 for 
free,  
reqiring  
the  new 
owners  to 
pay only 
a 
nominal 
tax equal
 to one
-tenth 
of
 one 
percent
 of the 
apartment's
 current 
con-
struction
 cost. 
@ 
Little  
League
 
winner
 
violated  
district  
rule 
MANILA, 
Philippines 
(AP)  - The 
coach of the
 rung 
Filipinos
 who won
 the 
Little 
League  world 
series  admitted
 that 
most 
were  not on the
 team that 
qualified 
for the
 tournament,
 a breath 
that could 
cost the title,
 a newspaper
 reported 
Thursday.
 
Coach 
Eduardo  Toribio's 
team from 
the 
city of 
Zamboanga
 won 
the right to 
represent  the 
country
 in 
Williamsport,
 
Pa., 
early this month
 by winning 
the  local 
Little 
League elimination 
series in April. 
The 
nationally  circulated
 Philippine 
Inquirer quoted
 Toribio as 
saying  Manila 
Classi 
The SPARTAN DAILY 
makes no dahn for products or 
services advertised below nor Is 
them soy
 guarantee Implied. The 
classified °Amur of the Suntan 
Daly 
consist of mid advertising 
and offerings aro
 not approved or 
verified by the newspaper. 
ANNOUNCEMENTS
 
NEW: STUDENT DENTAL PLAN 
Office visits, teeth cleaned and 
xrays - no charge. 
SAVE 
MONEY  and exr TEETH 
Enroll nowt 
For brochure see 
 Office 
Cal 8006553225. 
$5,000,000.  MEDICAL /HEALTH 
Insurance 
coserage
 for students 
thru Blue Cross of California.
 
Rates as low as $22. per 
month. 
Also available are: 
Pregnancy plan & 
Dental
 plan. 
1133 Saratoga Ave, 
San  Jose. 
(408) 252 7330 
WANTED: 
PSYCHOLOGY
 VOLUNTEERS 
Reach
 out 3 hours per 
sveek 
as  a Community 
Friend,
 providing 
social support to those who
 
endure mental 
illness.  We train, 
408 
4360606.  
AFRICAN 
CONNECTION  
BOOKSTORE 
Books, magazines, tapes
 and 
unique gift items. 
Hats: Tues. thru Fri. 16 pm. 
Sat. 10 6 prn. & Sun. 11 
4 prn. 
463 S. Bascom Ave. San Jose.
 
4062793342 
AUTOMOTIVE 
Auro11150FLUCE 
Campus Insurance Service  
Special Student 
Programs 
Seneing SJSU for 20 years 
'Great Rates for Goal Others'
 
"Gcod Rates for NonGood Drivers"
 
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS 
'Good Student' 
"Family 
Multicar 
CALL TODAY
 
2965270  
FREE
 QUOTE 
MD
 
HASAI 
F - NO 
OBUGATiON  
Also
 open Saturdays 9-2. 
CHUM 
I 
/ U.S. 
SEIZED
 
%Mercedes   
. 
$200. 
865W  
$50. 
87 
Mercedes  
1100.  
65 
Mustang
 
$25. 
Ctocee from thousands start $25. 
FE 
Information. 
24 Hour Hotline.801-3792929 
Copyren I cAratuc
 
ELECTRONICS 
HARD DRIVES 
Super Student became 
40MB 5149 - BOMB $229. 
12081B
 $249. - 
21C81B
 $395. 
425MB $879. - 54081EI $969. 
VISA /MC Welcome! 
OATAVOX (408) 9559055.
 
Little 
League  
officials
 trimmed
 
members
 
of his 
team to six
 and added
 eight 
players  
from other 
teams. 
Little 
League  rules 
state that the
 world 
series is 
limited  to local
 teams, 
not  nation-
al pools 
or all-star 
squads.  
The 
Filipino  Little
 League 
office 
said
 a 
statement
 would 
be
 issued 
later. 
Toribio
 also 
complained
 of being 
eased 
out  of coaching
 duties in 
favor  of Manila
-
based 
officials. 
e 
Russia
 and 
Cuba 
agree
 to 
withdraw  
motorized
 
brigade  
MEXICO
 CITY (AP)
 - Cuba and
 
Russia 
have agreed 
to
 the withdrawal
 of a 
motorized 
brigade that 
has been on 
the 
island since the
 1962 Soviet 
missile crisis, 
the Cuban news
 agency said. 
The brigade 
appears to 
be the last 
major 
Russian military
 unit on the
 island. 
Wednesday's  Prensa
 Latina 
dispatch  
said the 
brigade's 
remaining  1,600 
troops  
would
 be gone by mid
-1993. About 
1,200  
of its 
troops  already 
have been 
with-
drawn. 
Soviet  troops began
 arriving in 
Cuba 
in 
1962 and 
reached
 an 
estimated
 
strength
 of about 20,000.
 
Cuba's own 
military  is estimated 
at 
about  180,000 
troops  with 
perhaps  
130,000  more in the
 reserves. The island
 
has  about 10 million 
people. 
The 
intent to withdraw
 the troops was 
announced a 
year ago by 
former  Soviet 
President
 Mikhail
 Gorbachev.
 Castro 
protested,  saying it 
was an invitation
 to 
the 
United 
States
 to 
invade.
 
The removal
 of the Russian 
troops is a 
continuation 
of
 dissolving 
ties
 between 
Cuba and the 
former Soviet 
Union.  
o 
OPEC
 
agrees
 to 
hold
 
production  
steady 
in
 winter 
GENEVA
 (AP) - 
OPEC agreed 
Thurs-
day to hold oil 
production  steady for
 the 
rest of 
the  year in an 
effort to lift 
crude 
prices this 
winter.
 
Indonesian 
Oil Minister 
Ginandjar  Kar-
ed 
tasasmita 
said
 cartel 
ministers
 reached an 
agreement
 for the 
October -December 
period.
 
Ministers 
of the 13
-nation  
Organiza-
tion of 
Petroleum
 
Exporting
 
Countries
 
agreed
 on a production
 level of 24.2 mil-
lion 
barrels  a day for the
 rest of the 
year.  
That 
would  be at 
current  output 
levels 
hut 
about a million 
barrels a day 
under  
expected  demand for
 their crude in the
 
winter.
 
Such
 a scenario 
should
 nudge prices 
up 
by $1 or $2 by the end of the 
year, 
possibly 
to the 
OPEC  target of 
$21  a 42 -gallon 
bar-
rel, analysts
 said. 
"If we can 
maintain  
production  
where  
we
 are now, it 
will  be a plus 
for  the market 
in the fourth 
quarter;  Kartasasmita
 said 
earlier
 in 
the  day. 
In their 
private
 talks, Iran
 pressed the 
others
 to guarantee
 the cartel's 
benchmark  
would be 
reached soon.
 
"All of the
 countries 
want  to reach 
$21:'  
said Iranian 
Oil Minister 
Gholamreza 
Aqazadeh,  a 
long-time 
price  hawk. 
Yeltsin's  
visit  to 
Korea
 
rescheduled
 
for 
November
 
SEOUL,  South 
Korea  (AP) - 
Russian  
President  Boris Yeltsin
 will visit South 
Korea in 
November, state
 television 
reported Thursday.
 
Yeltsin 
will  become the
 first Russian
 
head  of state 
to visit South
 Korea. The 
Korea 
Broadcasting 
System, 
quoting 
unidentified
 Seoul 
government  
sources,  
said the visit was set for Nov. 
18-20.  
Yeltsin originally
 had been 
scheduled
 to 
visit 
South Korea and 
Japan this week. 
The  
trip 
was  canceled amid
 growing tensions
 
over
 Japan's demand
 that Russia 
return  
four
 disputed islands
 seized by the former
 
Soviet Union at the end 
of World War II. 
While
 in Seoul, 
Yeltsin  will meet 
with 
South Korean 
President  Roh Tae -woo
 and 
sign 
a friendship 
treaty,
 state television
 
said. 
South Korea 
established  formal 
diplo-
matic relations
 with the
 former 
Soviet  
Union in 
1990.  Russia 
replaced  the 
Soviet  
Union in 
relations with 
South Korea. 
The  Soviet Union
 was a longtime
 ally of 
Seoul's rival,
 Communist North
 Korea. 
0 
Europe's  
foreign  
exchange  
rate 
system  in 
shambles  
BRUSSELS  (AP) 
- The lofty 
goal of 
European
 economic 
and political
 union 
seemed 
far off 
Thursday  as Italy 
joined 
Britain in 
abandoning
 the 
European  
Community's
 currency
 stabilization
 sys-
tem and 
Spain  devalued
 its peseta.
 
After 
Britain's  failed
 attempts 
Wednes-
day to prop
 up a 
plummeting
 pound 
by
 
raising 
interest
 rates, the 
community's
 
central 
bank  directors 
met in 
emergency
 
session to 
try  to salvage the
 system that 
binds
 their 
countries'
 currencies.
 
In 
effect,  Britain and 
Italy were allow-
ing the 
value of the pound
 and lira, at 
least
 temporarily, 
to be dictated 
by the 
global 
currency 
market.  
Emerging  from a six
-hour overnight
 
meeting,
 the EC 
financial 
officers
 
announced
 the moves 
by
 Italy and Spain 
and 
stressed  in a statement
 their "unani-
mous
 commitment 
to
 the European 
Monetary 
System as a 
key factor of 
eco-
nomic
 stability and 
prosperity in 
Europe."
 
The  system sets maximum
 fluctuation 
rates 
for EC currencies and
 forces mem-
bers
 to raise interest 
rates  and buy large 
amounts 
of their own currencies
 in order 
to stay within 
the  allowable 
range.
 
Britain's leaders 
decided  that doing so 
was just too 
damaging  for their recession -
ridden economy. The 
same
 held for Italy, 
which 
had already devalued the 
lira  by 7 
percent over the weekend. 
For 
more
 than a week, 
currency 
traders have 
been abandoning other 
European 
currencies  for the continent's 
strongest - 
the German mark. 
The mark has 
become even more 
attractive to investors
 as fears increase 
that French 
voters
 might reject the Maas-
tricht Tivaty on 
European  political and 
monetary union in a crucial
 referendum 
this Sunday. 
O Australian beer-
guzzling 
goat
 
found shot
 dead 
BRISBANE,  Australia (AP) 
- Danny 
the goat 
has drunk his final
 beer. 
For the 
last  10 years, Danny enter-
tained 
tourists
 on Moreton Island,
 six 
miles east 
of the Queensland state capital,
 
Brisbane, with
 his ability to pick
 up a 
mug  and swig
 beer. 
The talent
 earned him coverage in 
local newspapers
 and a spot on the televi-
sion program 
"Australia's  Funniest Home 
Videos?'  
But this week Danny
 was found shot to 
death, owner Leila
 Oalcey said Thursday. 
"People are upset," 
she said. "He had a 
personality
 and was a real 
tourist
 attrac-
tion." 
Phone: 924-3277  FAX: 924-3282 
GREEK
 
FRATERNITY / SORORITY INS. 
 Cly this notice.
  
We nsure 
more  fraternities & 
sororities than any local nsuranoe 
broker. If yOU have had difficulty 
obtaining competithe
 
balilty 
and property coverages, 
cal 
(408)2527300.  
HELP WANTED 
SANDWICH MAKERS/PREP./ST. 
Hr. P.T. days. M - F. Amity 2:00 
3:03 pin. 848 N. Flit 
St
 Sandose. 
BASKETBALL IMAGERS 
needed fcr 1992-93 season. 
No experience needed, Just geat 
attitude! Contact Coach Sevart or 
Coach Haman 
at 924-1245. 
MAY CHE/1, CS Master's Student 
Call 534-1947 again, re: yob 
You left incomplete phone amber. 
DANCE TEACHERS! 
Teachrg kids eges 3-12 dance. 
Car Si am. required. Pat -time. 
9968955. 
EARN SUBSTANTIAL INCOME on 
a parttime
 
base. Hi fiber 
weed
 
loss program. Perfect for dorm 
living. Call Gaye at 7797896. 
TEACHERS / INSTRUCTORS P/T
 
Inst. for elem. schools. Degree not 
recurred. $6./hr. 408-2878025. 
PART-TIME  AND FULL-TIME 
International Marketing firm seek-
ing dynamic, 
self  motivated indrvid 
uals  to help build 
expanding  South 
Bay area. 
408,365  9869. 
Sales
 
& rnanagenrint
 posibons available. 
COMPUTER 
Programme  f/t or 
p/t 
with BS or 
MS
 needed. Send 
resume
 Horstmann Soft.
 4 N. 2nd 
St SJ, 
95113.
 FAX 4082966157.
 
DATA 
ENTRY/COMPUTER
 OPER. 
Warner 
Custom Music 
seeking
 
dependable, 
detailaiented  comp. 
oper. for tapernaking 
prod.  'mined. 
openings.  38 hrs. M - F. 
Call
 
Mire at 
4155929300.
 E.O.E. 
NOW 
FIRING 
Full & Part
 rime Positions 
Throughout
 Srliccn 
Valley 
To $7.50 per hots 
(Deperrilrg
 on 
esperlenoei
 
GRAVEYARD/WEEKEND 
AVA/LAINUTY A PLUS 
Apply 8 
en.
 - 
4 pm. 
Morday
 - Friday 
American 
Protecthe  Services 
2041 Mission Colege 
Suite 150, Santa 
Clara 
EOE M/F/H/V snce 1944.
 
HOSTESS 
NEEDED TO WORK IN 
Japanese
 liaraoke nightclub. 
Cressy attire
 
required.  
Must
 be 21 
or older & have valid 
work  permit. 
Good salary plus tips. Bilingual a 
plus. Apply in person 7:30 9:00 
pm., Mon.- Sat. Ask for Joe or 
Tama. 
Chat
 
Nous  Hama, 20030 
Stevens 
Creek  Blvd., Cupertino. 
406.4464262. 
EARN $500. OR MORE WEEKLY 
stuffing envelopes at home. Send 
long
 SASE to: Country Living Stoop 
pers. Dept. 116, P.O. Box 1779. 
Denham Sprees, LA 
70727.  
$7.00 PER HOUR JOBS 
8 Aar shifts /Pat or Fulbme 
DAY, SWING 
OR GRAVE SHIFTS 
Excellent benefits. 
We train. 
No experience necessary, 
WEEKLY PAY 
Credk aeon 
Special jobs to $8.50 per hot,. 
Apply: 8 am. -5 pin. Monday  Friday 
Vanguad Security Services 
3212 Scott Blvd. Santa Clara 
Near 101 at San Tomas & °Icon . 
SMALL WORLD SCHOOLS 
Teadiers & Substitutes. 
*Medical / Dental Benefits. 
'Sick
 
& Vacation Pay.
 
Employee Childcare Credit_ 
'Employee
 Referral Bonus. 
Now hiring for before aid after 
satool age child cam programs 
and preschool programs. 
Mnimum 12 
units ECE 
or related course work 
(i.e. elementary 
Ed.  or recreation). 
Also hers;
 credential students or 
equivalent 
to
 work in our private 
elementary as nstructional ads. 
We am offering FT. PT, 
split  shifts 
and flex hours for students. 
Call (406) 257-7326 
for an intervew 
or further information. 
TEACHER AT HIGH QUAUTY dyne 
in play center for 2-12 sr olds. Flex 
PT sched. day, eve. weekends. 
Mn. 6 ECE units reg. 12 
pref. Kids 
Par* near Oaludge
 Mall 2818E163. 
DELIVERY  DRIVERS & 
CASHIERS  
DAY & EVENING 
SHIFTS  AVAIL 
Good pay! Must be reliable and 
had watirg. Apply n person. 
Pasta Mia 
Restaurant  
2565 N. First St or call 4357300. 
CRUISE 
SHIPS  HIRING 
Lam 
2,000. +/month. Summer & 
career employment available. No 
experience necessary.
 For program 
call 
1-2065454155
 ext. C6041, 
EARN 51,800 WEEKLY 
mating  ou 
circulars! Begin nowl
 Free packet! 
SEYS.  Dept 
15, Box 4000, 
Cordova, TN. 
38018-4000. 
 KARI SICHAELIEN  
'Katie'  from the NBC series
 
°MAE 
A BREAK! 
Seeking 5 to 10 motivated
 
sportsrnnded
 and/or 
health 
carious
 individuals 
to work PT/FT to 
help build new 
company. Positive attitude 
and 
neat appearance a must 
(408) 7274704 or 
7278922. 
CHILDCARE  1 hour In mornings 
and 3 hours in afternoons. Must 
have car & be able to drive & pick 
up from school. Call Jeanette at 
2435633  evenings. 
POSTAL JOBS AVAILABLE! 
Many positions. Great
 
benefits. 
Call 1803338-3388 en. P 3310. 
$16.00 PER HOUR 
SALARY
 
Telemarketing /
 
Canvassing. 
Lawn aeratbn. 
Weekends  & Evenings. 
Start Saturday - Paid Monday. 
(408) 732-4443 
THE OPORTUNITY OF THE 9051 
Expanding a business in Northern 
California.  Working independently 
full- time or paitime
 with unimited 
income potential. Products are 
stateof-theart.  If interested, please 
cal 
(415) 513 5509. 
POP  SYSTEMS HAS MB openings 
hghtech corriputer ndustry. Cal 
(408) 944 0301 
for interest in 
a full-time account executive or 
part-time shipping / rezeivng clerk 
position.Excellent opportunity 
for marketing majors or any 
gaduatng senior. 
GREEKS & CLUBS, RAISE A COOL 
11.000.00 in Just ale week! Plus 
51,000.  for the member who calls! 
And a free headphone radio yust It 
callng 1-8009320528,
 ext. 65. 
HOUSING 
CLEAN, SECURE 2 SON./2 SA 
All.
 Laundry, gated 
parkng $750. 
moo.  dep. 529 S. 
10th St /11 or 
call Michael at 9985485. 
MASTER BORMS, 2 NI baths, 6 
closets. 2 blocks from SJSU. 
Underground parking, laundry 
room. 13139 area, pool table, ping 
pong table. Free cable TV. 
148 E. 
William  St Move in bonus? 
Call
 Cindy at 9470803. 
780 S. 11TH STREET APTS. 
1 bdrm./lba. $610. avad. 10/10. 
2 0od./2 ba. start $770. wan now. 
Walk or ride bike to school. Laurs 
dry facilities. Secured entrance. 
Ample parking. Cable TV avail. 
Remodeled, roomy & very clean. 
Cal Manager 28/39157 
or N. meg. 
ROOM 4 RENT In home, 3 mi. 
from SJSU. Benyessa. 
$338./mo.
 
Cal Shawn or Mark 9268951.
 
NOW 
RENTING! 2 BDRM./2 BA. 
spacious apartments starting at 
$700. per month. Security gate. 
Off street parking. Call  Dan at 
2955256 nr come by State House 
Apts. caner of 11th arid Wiliam. 
1 BEDROOM 
APARTMENTS  
with
 
at electric krtchert dishwash 
em, air condemn" gated cosered 
parking and on site Warily. 
Breit and
 
any. Quiet, nice for staff. 
OK for two. 1 
block  from campus. 
Fran $670. / month. 
Aspen
 Vintage
 Tower. 2974705. 
WILLOW
 
GARDENS
 APTS. 
Minutes from San Jose State 
Spacious 2 
bedroom  apts. with 
full baths. Ideal for students and 
roommates. Swimming pool, 
saunas, weight room and club 
house. Quality living at a reason 
able rate. Ask for student decant. 
1750 Stokes St. (406) 99130300 
LOOKING FOR A FEMALE room 
mate to live with a handicapped 
man as a personal
 companion. If 
you are interested, call Brian at 
2982308 after
 4 pm. 
TNE  ROOMMATE SERVICE 
Largest selection. 
LOW 
Cost
 
Fast
 results. 
3410 Steens Creek Blvd. 
Open Mon.- Sal. 11 am. - 7 gen. 
241 
5510 
SERVICES  
low. OF 
SCHOLARSHIP  55$s 
available 
Recorded
 message gyms 
details. (408)754-1418. 
ROOM 4 teat. 1 
bk.  It SAD. Vic. 
house, 2
 
runs
 4 $300. ea. + 10% 
PG&E/mo.$200.dep. 2937926. 
ELECTROLYSIS CUNICH 
Unwanted 
haw rammed forever. 
Scecialist Confidential. 
Disposable  or rat own probe. 
247-7456.
 
335 S. 
Bayrrood
 As.
 San Jose, Ca. 
30 BILLION  DOLIARSIll 
In 
scholarships  & financial ad. 
arid Its waking for rut 
(guarantee you'll receive 
funds 
from at least One sarce 
or I'll reftnd 
sots money. 
Local 
business. 
Call Stem
 at 554-6457. 
WRITING & 
RESEARCH  Services. 
Term paper & thesis preparation
 
and assistance. All subects. 
fled enters on every topic. Echtne. 
Revoreng Resales. ESL students 
welcomed, Work guaranteed. 
Emergencies a specialty. Fast,  
satisfactory service. Improve your 
grades! (Berkeley) 510841 5036. 
TUITION ASSISTANCE.
 
$29 B.
 in
 
ad available.
 
Free nfumation about wrning 
money tor education. 
Ask ab:ut car guarantee. 
4082685232 or 800 -74.36762. 
CASH FOR COLLEGE! 
 Scholarships & financial aid 
available regardless of grades or 
parents  ircomel
 'Over 300000 
scholarships
 totaling
 129 Won! 
'Average of 1(X) SOLY0eS of schoi 
arships, fin. aid & girls n each 
40 ease report! *Call for free rib. 
1-8009440066 ext. 7620. 
WORD 
PROCESSING  
CALL 
UNDA  TODAY! 
For experienced professional word 
prooessng. Theses,
 term papers, 
group proyects. etc. Al
 formats 
including APA. Quck return. 
Transcricton and Fax services 
wadable. 
Almaien/Branham  area. 
Phone 2644504. 
PERFECT PAGE PUBUSHING 
Resumes, 
newsletters,  logos. 
prcrnotionals. papas, theses. 
Student disoants. 
'Creatse SolutOns fa Fiery 
Desktop Publeshrg Need." 
To 9 an. (408)9977055. 
I HATE TO TYPEI 
If this got yotr attention, 
gm maser' a  break. 
Let me do 
it
 for soul 
Free pid, up arid denvery. 
52(5) 
per 
page.  
Cal Jule at 
998-8354. 
EXPERT 
WORD PROCESSORS.
 
Science and 
English
 papers / the 
ses our specialty. 
Laser  printing. 
Free spell check
 and storage. 
APA.  
Turabian  and other formats. 
Resumes, 
editing,  graphics 
and other services available.
 
Masterson's
 Word Processing. 
Cal Paul or Vignia 
408.2510449. 
WORD PROCESSING 
Overwheimed  by reports 
to be typed?
 
RELAX & LEAVE THE TYING
 TO ME. 
Graduate & 
unclergract  Resunes,  
term papers,
 theses. letters. etc. 
24 hour tunaround
 on
 roost
 
woos.  
Appointment necessary
 
Cal Anna: 
972-4992.  
PROFESSIONAL 
TYPING  SERVICE 
Word Processre 
Terrn  Pacers 
Theses. Graduate WOnL 
APA  & 
Turabon,  Desktop 
Publishng,
 
Graphic Design
 & Layout 
Laser  
°utak-
Sabstacbdn 
Guaranteed.  
V. I. P. Graphics
 
Near Oaincige
 Mail 
3639254 
AFFORDABLE AI 
EXPERIENCED 
Word 
Processing!
 Theses, term 
papers, Nursing & 
group protects, 
resumes,  
letters, 
manuscripts,
 etc. 
Word
 Perfect 5.1, HP Laser
 Set All 
formats 
plus APA. Swaim 
parau  
ation and 
grammar
 assistance. All 
work guaranteed! Save
 
$SII 
with 
Referral
 Discounts)
 For
 
worryfree,  
dependable,
 and prompt service. 
call PAM 
2472681(8 arr+8
 p.m). 
DAILY CLASSIFIED-ADVERT1SING
 THAT WORKS! 
Print your ad ham Line 1s30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words. 
LIOODOODOODOEIDOODOODOMOODOEICEEJ 
MODOODODOODOCIOODOCCOODODEE101111
 
EICIDOODOCIDOODOODE1111000011100011111)000 
ODOECOODEIDEIDEIDOCEEIDECIODEOFTIFIEJE1 
Ad Rata,:
 3 --line 
minimum
 
Owe 
Two 
Day Days 
Sims 15 
57 
Claes 
5S sa 
lam 57 15 
law  51I 5110 
St for each &tinier lalline 
The,. 
Days 
59
 
$10 
$11 
512 
Four 
Days 
511 
$12 
$13 
$14 
Ewa 
Days 
$13 
$14 
$15 
Si. 
Attar **Nth day, ram Irsereases by $1 par day. 
Fro 
line (25 spaces) 
in
 bold free of irony 
Up to 5 additional words 
avad.III,,  in bold
 la 
$T 
earti 
SEMESTER RATES  
'3-9 lines: 5/0.  10 14 lines: 
$ 91). 
 15-19 lines: 5110. 
Sam 
kldre,
 
Pnce,P
 
locos+ 
Send 
(-he,. 
k or 
money  
order to 
Spartan
 Daily Classifieds 
San Jose State
 Unlversky, 
San lose, 
CA.,  95192-0149 
 Classified
 desk is located
  in
 Dwight Bentel Hall, 
Room 209. 
11 Deadline: 
Two days before publication. 
U All  ads are prepaid. 
 Consecutive publitations
 dates
 
only.0 No refunds 
on cancelled ads. 
 QUESTIONS/ CALL (4041924-3277
 
Please check 
/ 
your 
classification:
 
Arrouncernents
 
_ 
Automotive  
Electronics 
For 
Sale 
Greek 
._ Help 
Wanted 
- Housing 
_ Lost and
 fours)
 
- 
Services
 
Travel 
Tutoring 
Wad 
Processing  
^ 
8 
Friday,
 
September  
it,
 1992
  
San 
hoe  State UntYcrsilt
  SPA ItTA N 
DAILY
 
Sp 
OrtS 
Fresno 
St. opens WAC 
play  
Saturday
 
0 
TARS MlinP1-0,-- 
SPARTAN
 DAILY 
SpartdII 
fallback Nathan DuPree cuts in between 
two defensive teammates during practice on Wednesday. DuPree came back from 
a dis-
appointing
 performance
 in the
 
team's
 opening 
game
 at 
California  to 
rush for 
97 yards on 19 
carries
 against 
Minnesota  last 
Saturday.  
Second chance 
lets transfer shine 
PO,
 DON MC(II
 1 
, I 
hilly  Stall . 
MI Nathan
 DuPree wanted was 
a 
chance. 
The  Spartans' junior tailback 
was looking 
for redemption after 
his season -opening
 performance 
in which he 
was  limited to just 2 
carries for a net total of minus -5 
yards. He also gave up a 
fumble
 in 
the Spartans'
 46-16 blowout loss 
to Cal 
on
 Sept. 5. 
"I felt really bad about that 
game
 DuPree said before the 
team's practice on Wednesday. "I 
wanted to show I could do bet 
ter..., show that I could play" 
DuPree responded last Satur-
day against 
the  Minnesota Golden 
Gophers  by rushing for 97 yards
 
on 19 carries as the Spartans held 
on for a 39-30 victory. 
Spartan Head Coach Ron 
Ulmer said DuPree's successful 
performance goes back to the 
great week 
of practice he had 
prior to the Minnesota game. 
"lies learning what practice is 
all about at this lever
 
Tuner
 said. 
"1 was pleased 
with  his perfor-
mance."
 
DuPree 
also  credited his hard 
week of 
practice
 as key 
for last 
Saturday's 
turnaround.  
"Coach Turner talked to me 
about practicing 
harder, running 
harder
 and doing it all through 
the week in practice 
DuPree
 
Coslet vows 
Jets 
will  
defeat
 49ers 
NEW YORK (AP)  
New 
York
 Jets 
coach 
Bruce 
( 
(islet
 predicts that 
his team 
will beat
 the 
San  
Francisco
 
49ers in its home opener 
Sunday
 afternoon. 
"This is not a make -or -
break game for the
 New York 
Jets:*  Coslet said Wednesday. 
"We're  going to go out 
and  
win the damn game, 
though." 
The lets began the 
season  
with high 
expectations,
 but 
struggled in losing 20-17 to 
the
 Atlanta Falcons and 
27-
10 to the Pittsburgh Steelers. 
Cornerback  James Hasty 
said the
 team wants to 
make  
a prophet
 Of ;osl 
et. 
"We need to back him on 
this. He stands behind us, so 
now it's time for us to stand 
behind him," I fasty said. 
Whether Coslet's Jets can 
also follow through on his 
prediction
 remains
 to be 
seen. Kickoff is set for 10 
a.m. 
The 49ers are 4 
1/2 -point 
favorites. 
'I wanted to show I 
could
 do better . . . 
, 
show that I could 
play' 
Nathan
 DuPree 
Vaunt]  (11111lillg tHL k 
said. "It paid off:' 
So has a 
career  of hard work. 
The road to SJSU has been a long 
one for the 5 -foot -10, 185 pound 
Do Pree. 
At age 15 he left his hometown 
 Orangeburg, South 
Carolina  
 to move to 
Reno with his 
brother. According to 
Dupree,  
Reno was nothing compared to 
South  Carolina. 
"Reno is a 24 -hour city with a 
lot  of things:' DuPree said. "It's 
not like South 
Carolina...,  being 
country
 and all?' 
One thing DuPree did in Reno 
was play football. 
He did it well. 
Playing at Wooster High 
School under Coach Joe Sellers, 
DuPree was named an All -Sate 
running back and the 1988 Neva-
da "Back -of -the -Year" during his 
senior 
year.  
From Reno, DuPree headed for 
Bakersfield 
College
 where he con-
tinued to 
impress.
 
During the 1990 season
 
DuPree rushed for 1061 on 162 
carries, earning a 1990 JC Athletic 
Bureau All -Region selection and a 
Cal -Hi
 Sports honorable all -state 
selection. 
In his two seasons 
at
 Bakers-
field the fleet -footed back rushed
 
for 1,793 yards on 268 carries and 
scored 24 touchdowns. 
After 
having  to sit out the 1991 
season due to academic problems, 
DuPree  who was recruited
 to 
SISU by Spartan coach Ken Del-
gado
  is just where he wants to 
be. 
"I was recruited by Nevada 
(Nevada
-Reno),
 
but
 I wanted to 
get away from Reno:* DuPree 
said. "San Jose is a good 
choice:*  
While sophomore Donald 
Lindsey is the Spartans' starting 
tailback, Turner said he will con-
tinue to use DuPree and junior 
Ronnie 
Scott.  
Turner also plans to use Lind-
sey and DuPree in the same back-
field this weekend against South-
western Louisiana, which is fine 
with
 DuPree. 
"Don is a good 
player:*  said the 
soft-spoken
 
Dupree.
 "It will be 
smoother  
with both
 of 
us in 
Professional
 kickboxing 
at 
Event  Center 
tonight 
BY 
JON SOLOMON 
VartAn Daily 
Siatt 
Widei  
Kickboxing
 Mania II, a 10 bout 
World 
Championship  Full Con-
tact Karate 
extravaganza, 
will 
start up at 7:30
 p.m. tonight at the 
Events Center. 
On
 the bill will 
be
 Alex Khan-
babian,
 a 1990 SJSU 
Administra-
tion
 of Justice 
graduate,
 who will 
be trying for the 
state lightweight 
title against Jesus Andrade.  
Khanbabian, who is now a San 
Jose police officer, has been 
involved in martial arts for 13 
years. 
lie
 has 
been  kickboxing for 
six 
years. In order to compete in 
kick boxing, participants must 
hold a black
 belt. 
Khanbabian 
has  
a second-degree black belt in Tae
 
Kwon 
Doe.
 
"Kick 
boxing  involves a great 
amount of 
flexibility,  much more 
than that of boxing:*
 Khanbabian 
said. "Kick 
boxing
 is also more 
grueling and 
exhausting  than 
boxing. Most of the
 guys are able 
to do 
the  
splits:*
 
For 
Khanbabian,  
kick
 boxing is 
more
 fun and 
exciting  to watch
 
than 
boxing.  
"People
 coming 
out  
for the 
first  time will 
probably  get 
hooked
 on the
 sport:* he said. 
The
 evening's 
main event
 will 
feature 
World Title
 kick 
boxing  
champion Mark Longo defending 
his title 
against
 No. 4 contender, 
San Jose's 
own  Javier "Thunder" 
Mendez, in 
a 12 -round 
bout.  
Mendez is 
18-1-1 and has 13 
knockouts, 
while Longo is 24-4
 
with 19 KOs. 
Mendez,
 32, has 
lived in San Jose since
 he was five. 
In 1978 he 
started
 his training 
under the 
supervision  of Arturo 
Mati. 
"Mentally
 alert" is how Mendez 
describes 
himself for 
tonight's
 
fight. He said he will deliver at 
least
 the required 10 
hard
 kicks 
per round in his 
bout tonight. 
Those kicks must
 be above the 
waist. 
To keep 
up with the
 sport, 
Mendez said 
he trains up to 
three  
hours 
per night by sparring 
with 
20 to 32
-year -old martial 
artists. 
Besides  the daily rigors 
of
 training 
for a 
bout and 
keeping
 in shape, 
Mendez
 has also 
appeared  in 
two
 
Hong
 Kong martial
 arts films. 
Francis Farley 
and  Mike Bodge 
of Santa Cruz will also
 he compet-
ing for the lightweight
 title. An all 
female 
bout
 between 
Ann  Drah-
man and 
Cindy  Ellis has recently 
been 
added to the 
bill. 
Tickets, priced from $15 to $25,
 
are 
still  available at the 
Event Cen-
ter Box Office. 
PO 131r1111TIMILY
 
CM  
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I, 
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DuPree  
described  by Run-
ning Backs Coach Wally Gaskins 
as possessing
 "great quickness"  
is hoping 
he can replicate last 
weekend's effort. 
"I want to 
do
 the best I can," 
DuPree  said. "I want to 
consis-
tently play hard and hopefully it 
will pay off again 
for me:* 
Second chances 
don't  come 
along very often. DuPree is look-
ing to make the most of his. 
FRESNO (AP)  Fresno State, 
long a big fish in a small football 
pond, moves up to the Western 
Athletic Conference 
Saturday 
against Colorado State, 
hoping  not 
to look like a 
minnow  among 
sharks. 
The 
Bulldogs  under veteran 
coach Jim Sweeney dominated the 
Big 
West  Conference for a decade 
and a 
half,  winning
 the league
 title 
six times. 
But their
 move 
into
 the 
tougher  
WAC  this 
season  is 
tempered  
by a 
shaky 
defense 
that 
gave
 up 
46
 
points 
in a loss 
at lowly
 Oregon
 
State 
last
 week, 
leaving 
Fresno's 
non
-conference  
record  at I
-I.  
A 
media  
poll
 placed 
Fresno 
fourth  in the 10
-team WAC. 
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To 
Entice 
The 
Res sslc 
Store of fel,
 r11.1 
new books al linces that 
will entice your reading 
passion. Science fiction 
and  
fantasy hooks are our specially but 
we also carry CD's, tapes, and records. The 
Recycle Book Store not only 
sells 
books  
al 
unbelievably low prices, 
they'll buy your
 
used
 
books and 
rmycle  them for new
 
readers. 
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SPECIAL STUDENT DISCOUNT w/ID 
FUTON SOFABED 
FROM $89/WE DELIVER. 
1949W El Camino 
FlealMountain  View, CA 
(cross streets Rengstorft
 and El Monte) 
MASTERCARDNISA/DISCOVER/AMEX  
(415)
 969-1991 
m F 10-8/Sat 10-6/Sun 12-6
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JUST BECAUSE 
YOU'RE
 ACCEPTED 
DOESN'T MEAN 
YOU BELONG,  
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